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The lighthouse review ign

5th episode of the sixth season of LostLighthouseLost episodeHurley (Jorge Garcia) sees Jacobs (Mark Pellegrino) ghost. Episode No. Season 6Episode 5Directly by Jack BenderWritten by Damon LindelofCarlton CuseProduction code605Original air dateFebruary 23, 2010Running time43 minutes[1]Guest performance(s) Pellegrino as JacobHiroyuki
Sanada as DogenDayo Ade as JustinVeronica Hamel as Margo She In 1999, a list of lost episodes was released → ← of the American Broadcasting Company's sixth season of the serial drama series Lost and 108. The episode aired February 23, 2010, on ABC in the United States and two hours earlier on A in Canada due to the 2010 Winter Olympics. [2]
Jack Shephard is the character centered on this episode. In 2007, the ghost instructs Jacob (Mark Pellegrino) Hugo Hurley Reyes (Jorge Garcia) to bring Jack Shephard (Matthew Fox) to an unspecified place. Meanwhile, Jin-so Kwon (Daniel Dae Kim) finds Claire Littleton (Emilie de Ravin) after 3 years of disappearance, but begins to question her sanity. In
flash-sideways, Jack deals with the problems of parenthood. Plot This article's plot summary may be too long or excessively detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. In 2015, he was written by The International (Learn How and When to Remove This Template Message) 2004 (flash-sideways timeline)
After the events of the season premiere, LA X, Jack Shephard arrives late to pick up his son, David (Dylan Minnette), from school. David is shown to be distant from his father. Jack visits his mother (Veronica Hamel) to help find Jack's father's will and leave David alone. Jack and his mother discuss David; His mother reveals that David was quite upset about
his grandfather's funeral, but he never showed it to Jack. She suggests that maybe David is terrified of Jack, just as Jack was afraid of his father as a child, and recommends Jack ask David about this. Eventually they find the will, but are confused to see Claire Littleton (Emilie de Ravin) included in it; Claire is Jack's half-sister. Jack's coming home to find out
David's sneaked out. Jack goes to David's mother's house. His mother is absent, but Jack learns that David is at an important piano concerto. Jack goes to the conservatory where David performs a wonderful interpretation of Chopin's Fantaisie-Impromptu on the piano. Jack also drives into the Dogen (Hiroyuki Sanada), another parent at the event, who
praises David's skill and believes he has a gift. Afterwards, David admits he didn't tell Jack about the concert for fear of disappointing him. Jack explains his complicated relationship with his father and his son that he can never be a disappointment to him; David seems to be warming up to his father now. 2007 (original timeline) After the events of the episode
What Kate does, at the temple of the others, Hugo Hurley Reyes (Jorge Garcia) is approached by the ghost of the late Jacob (Mark Pellegrino), who tasks Hurley on a mission to lead Jack to an unspecified location on the island to help the arrival of someone on his way to the island. Hurley has free rein to complete the mission because he is a candidate, and
even Dogen can't stop him. Hurley uses the phrase you have what it takes to recruit Jack. Along the way, Jack and Hurley meet Kate Austen (Evangeline Lilly), who tells them she will neither return to the temple nor join them, but continue to search for Claire. Jack and Hurley eventually pass through the caves, encountering Adam &amp; Eve skeletons and
Jack's father's coffin. Hurley speculates that due to time travel, the skeletons may be someone they know in the present. Jack and Hurley arrive at a lighthouse, on top of which is a large slab and a number of mirrors lined up. Each notch on the dial has a name listed next to it, corresponding to the surnames and numbers seen in The Substitute. Hurley begins
to move the dial to 108 degrees as instructed by Jacob, but Jack turns the dial to the 23 mark, where his own surname is listed, revealing Jack's childhood home in the reflection; Jack realizes that Jacob has been watching them all for a long time, and gets very upset. He interrogates Hurley, who is unable to answer any of his questions since he can't control
when Jacob appears to him, causing Jack to destroy the mirrors. Outside, Jacob reappears to Hurley and congratulates him on bringing Jack to the lighthouse. Hurley realizes that Jacob didn't want them to send a signal from the lighthouse, but instead, Jack needed to look into the mirror and realize that he's important to the island. Jacob also reveals that he
needed to get Jack and Hurley away from the temple because some bad ones got there. At the same time, Jin-so Kwon (Daniel Dae Kim) is rescued by Claire from her trap, taking him and an injured Andre, Justin, to her hiding place. Claire reveals that she has lived on the island for three years since Jin and everyone else's departure. She treats Jin's leg
injury and then threatens to kill Justin (whom she captures after he pretended to be dead) unless he tells her the location of her son Aaron. Justin says helplessly that he has no idea where Aaron is, and the others never kidnapped him. Claire believes that the others have their child because both her father and her friend told her. Jin says Kate raised Aaron
from the island. Claire kills Justin, anyway, and claims he would do the same to her given the chance. Jin then claims he lied about Aaron earlier, which led Claire to say she would have killed Kate if it was true (Kate really took Jin lied and said he lied). Later, Claire's friend, who turns out to be the man in black pretending to be John Locke (Terry O'Quinn),
appears while Jin and Claire discuss how to return to the temple. Reception The episode received positive reviews. Metacritic awarded a score of 71 out of 100. This was down on last week's episode, which scored an 88 out of 100. [3] Chris Carbot of IGN gave the episode a positive review, saying that Lighthouse is not filled with the wall-to-wall excitement of
last week's Locke-centric story, but it still has many great moments and surprising revelations. In total, he gave the episode a score of 8.8. [4] Noel Murray of The A.V. Club praised the episode, giving the episode a character of A-. [5] Jeff Jensen of Entertainment Weekly gave the episode a positive review as well, saying that tonight's episode, Lighthouse,
wasn't as stunning as last week's episode, The Substitute, and it wasn't as thought-provoking as the season premiere, LA X. But it was certainly better than What Kate does... [and] the more I sit with this episode, the more I dig it. [6] James Poniewozik of Time also gave the episode a positive review, saying that the episode moved the playoffs forward. [7]
Variety's Cynthia Littleton praised Lighthouse for having a heavy old-fashioned Lost vibe, and flash-forwards began to make more sense. [8] However, some critics gave the episode mixed reviews. Maureen Ryan of the Chicago Tribune thought: If I have any recurring complaint this season, it's this: A great episode of Lost works like an hour of TV. It may give
you questions, but it doesn't let you think you'll have to wait three or four or six weeks more to find out certain basic facts about what's going on. [9] Eric Deggans of the St. Petersburg Times also gave the episode a negative review, criticizing Jack's stories while praising Claire's, this is the new rhythm of Lost's last season; a groundbreaking episode filled with
revelations and amazing characterizations, followed by an episode so static it feels as if the show is running into place... interesting moments came when it turned to the story of Claire in the timeline after the crash. [10] IGN ranked the episode 41st of the 115 lost episodes, noting that the answers still didn't come so early in Season 6, much to the confusion of
fans everywhere, while the Los Angeles Times ranked Lighthouse as the 91st[12] References ^ Lost - Netflix. Netflix. Retrieved 24 February 2017. In 1999, a series of episodes of Lost were published. ABC Medianet. Retrieved 17 February 2010. ^ Dietz, Jason (February 24, 2010), Episode review: Last Night's Lost, Season 6, Ep. 5: 'Lighthouse', Metacritic. ^
Carabott, Chris (February 26, 2010). In 1999, 100,000 people were booked on 1,000,000 people. Ign. February 24, 2010. ^ Murray, Noel (February 26, 2010). ^Guy. The A.V. Club. Archived from the original on 18 February 2010. Retrieved 23 February 2010. ^ Jensen, Jeff (February 26, 2010). To The Lighthouse: What was your take on tonight's episode of
Lost?. Entertainment Weekly. Retrieved 23 February 2010. ^ Poniewozik, James (February 26, 2010), Lostwatch: Zombie Island, Time. Retrieved 26 February 2010. ^ Littleton, Cynthia (February 23, 2010), Lost: Episode 4, Lighthouse Archived 2010-02-28 on Wayback Machine, Variety. Retrieved 26 February 2010. ^ Ryan, Maureen (February 27, 2010). In
1999, 100,000 people were booked on their side. Chicago Tribune. Retrieved 24 February 2010. ^ Deggans, Eric (February 27, 2010). Lost saves best moments for last in confusing, Jack-centered episode Lighthouse. St. Petersburg Times. Retrieved 24 February 2010. ^ Rank lost. Ign. 2010-06-02. In 2010, the American Viders People's Vig ^ VanDerWerff,
Todd (2010-05-23). 'Lost' 10s: Every episode of 'Lost,' ever (well, except for the finale), ranked for your pleasure. In 1999, a list of the 100 in 2010 became the American Viders Folke-Vig soma-27-2010. External links Wikiquote has quotes related to: Lighthouse Lighthouse on ABC Lighthouse at IMDb Lighthouse on TV.com Retrieved from
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